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SUMMARY 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space snd let A be a closed linear subspace of 
C,-(X) contsining constcmnts and separating points of X. If D is a self-adjoint 
subalgebra of C,-(X) then we characterize the uniform closure of the polynomials 
in D with coefficients in A in terms of the restriction of A to the sets of constancy 
for D, and we deduce some approximation results for functions of a complex variable. 
A theorem of Stone-Weierstraes type for complex simplex spaces is also proved. 
Recently De Paepe [4] proved a version of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem 
for certain uniform algebras, and deduced various approximation theorems 
for functions of a complex variable. We start by proving a version of 
De Paepe’s theorem which concerns closed linear spaces of complex-valued 
functions rather than uniform algebras. 
Let A be a closed linear subspace of Cc(X) which contains constants 
and separates the points of X, where Cc(X) (respectively CR(X)) denotes 
the Banach space of all continuous complex-valued (respectively real- 
valued) functions on the compact Hausdorff space X, with the supremum 
norm. We will denote by D the set (f E CR(X) : fg E A, Fg E A}; of course 
D is contained in A. A subset E of X is a peak set for A if there is a g E A 
with g(ar)= 1 > [g(y)1 for all x E E, y E X\E. An intersection of a family of 
peak sets is called a generalized peak set. 
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THEOREM 1. If d denotes the family of closed subsets of X which are 
the sets of constancy for D, then each E E d is a generalized peak set for 
A such that A IE is closed in Cc(E). Moreover we have 
PROOF. Each set E E d is of the form fi E,, where E1x=(x : f&z)=&} 
for some fb ED and 2, in and since D is&a real algebra contained in A 
each E, is a peak set for A. If ga E D peaks on E, then gi converges boun- 
dedly and pointwise to XE,, the characteristic function of E. Therefore if p 
is a (Radon) measure on X annihilating A, that is p E Al, then it follows 
that the restriction ,&& of p to E belongs to Al and consequently by 
the regularity of p, that ,Ux E A I. The fact that Al E is uniformly closed 
is now a consequence of a well known result of Clicksberg [8]. If ,u is an 
extreme point of the unit ball in A* then, arguing as in [8], each f E D 
is constant on supp ,u so that supp ~1 is contained in some E E 8. The 
Krein-Milman theorem now gives the final result. 
COROLLARY 2. Let D’ be a self-adjoint subalgebra of Cc(X) and let B’ 
denote the sets of constancy for D’. Then if B denotes the uniform closure 
of the polynomials in D’ with coeficients in A we have 
B={f E Cc(X) : f JE E AIE, VIE E r?}. 
PROOF. For each f E D’ and g E B we have f g E B, and since D’ is self- 
adjoint it follows that the decomposition d of X which corresponds to 
B is at least as tie as the decomposition 8’. As in Theorem 1 we can 
prove that BIE is uniformly closed for each E E b’. Therefore Theorem 1 
gives B={f E&(X) : f E BIE, VE E S’}. Since each function in D’ is 
constant on the sets of 8’ we have BIE=AIE, the uniform closure of AIE, 
and the proof is complete. 
Combining Corollary 2 with some well known approximation theorems 
we can obtain approximation results for functions of a complex variable. 
COROLLBRY 3. Let X be a compact subset of {xdj: im z>O} and let A 
denote the closed linear span of the functions (1, 91, ~“2, . ..} in Cc(X), where 
(q} is a sequence of natural numbers such that zjI l/q=co. Then Cc(X) 
is the uniform closure of the family of polynomials in arg z with coeficients in A. 
PROOF. Let D’ 2 CC(X) denote the family of all complex polynomials 
in arg z. Then the sets of constancy for D’ are compact subsets of radial 
lines in Q. 
Suppose that E={zE X : arg z=(Z)} is non-empty, and put I=sup 
{]z] : z E E). Then, if f E Cc(E), the function g(t)=f(Itde) is continuous on 
the set {e-%--l : z E E} C [O,l] and hence g has an extension h in Cc[O,l]. 
By the Muntz-Szasz theorem (cf. [ll], p. 3051) h can be uniformly 
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approximated on [O,l] by functions of the form zSO &Y, where no=0 
and aj Eq, and consequently f can be uniformly approximated on E by 
functions of the type zBo oy 2- 7 -“f’OEAIE. Therefore A]E=Co(E)and e 
Corollary 2 gives B=&(X) as required. 
For the next application we need a result of Malliavin and Rubel [lo]. 
Let {I,} be a non-decreasing infinite sequence of positive real numbers 
such that lim suptim (t-l &<t 1) < 00, and let n(t)= &,~t l/L. Given 
another such sequence + ,, we write {A%} < bn} if there exists a subse- } 
quence (v,,) of bn) such that A(t) -~(t)=O(l). 
COROLLARY 4. Let X be a compact subset of (2 ECj : lim 2]<7cb}, where 
b > 0, and let A be the linear span of the functions { 1, e-h’> where {A,) + {n/b}. 
Let f be any continwms real-valued function on X with the property that, 
for mh 01 E f(X), f-1(&)=X n T, f or mne arc P, in Cj. Then Cc(X) is the 
uniform closure of the polynomials in f with coeficients in A. 
PROOF. By a theorem of Malliavin and Rubel [lo] every function 
which is continuous on X and analytic on the interior of X can be 
uniformly approximated by functions in A. Moreover, a well known 
theorem of Walsh shows that every f in Co(PS) can be uniformly 
approximated by polynomials in z. It therefore follows that A If-l(a)= 
Cc(/-l(a)), and consequently Corollary 2 gives B=&(X) as required. 
We now return to the general situation in which A is a closed linear 
subspace of Cc(X) containing constants and separating the points of X. 
We denote by K the state space (4 GA* : d(l)= 1=1]#1} of A with the 
w*-topology. We note that K is a compact convex set and we write A(K) 
(respectively AC(K)) for the Banach space of all continuous real-valued 
(respectively complex-valued) affine functions on K. for the supremum 
norm. The set of extreme points of K will be denoted by i3K, and its 
w*-closure by ox. We will call the set %‘={f E CR(~) : fgE A/bR, 
Vg E A]bK) the centre of A, and we will say that A is antisymmetric if 
V consists only of the constant functions. In the case when A is actually 
a uniform algebra we have %=A n C’s(X) so that the notion of anti- 
symmetry coincides with the usual one. 
A generalized peak set E for A is called an B-set for A if ,ux E Al 
whenever ,U is a maximal measure in A 1. Briem [2] has shown that VjbK 
coincides with the family of real-valued functions on CIK which are 
continuous for the M-set topology of bK, that is for the topology on bK 
in which the closed sets take the form E n bK where E is an M-set for A. 
We recall that a face F of a convex set G is split if there exists a disjoint 
face F’ of C such that each x in Q can be written uniquely as a convex 
combination of an element in F and an element in 3”. If we write co (8) 
to mean the convex hull of 8 then we can state a characterization of 
M-sets due to Hirsberg [9], that E is an M-set if and only if E=F n X 
where F is a closed face of K such that co (F v - iF) is a split face of 
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Z= co (K u - iR) C A*. Let 8 denote the real-linear homeomorphism of A 
onto A(Z) given by t3f(z)=re (z(f)), f EA, 2~2. For any compact convex 
set G the centre of A(G) is the set of real-valued functions f on oG such 
that fg E A(G)]bG for all g E A(G)IbG. Since it is evident that u E V if and 
only if O(u+ izc) belongs to the centre of A(Z), we see that A is antisym- 
metric if and only if the centre of A(Z) equals the constant functions. 
A closed subset E of n will be called a set of antisymmetry for A if 
u E CR(E) such that w E AIE for all g E A IE implies that zc is constant. 
Equivalently, E is a set of antisymmetry if and only if u is constant 
whereveru+izl=glE,gEA,issuchthat (O(g)f)](Eu -iE)EA(Z)I(Eu -iE) 
for all feA(Z). Th e method of proof of Theorem 11 and Proposition 12 
of [5] now shows that each point of b!i belongs to a maximal set of 
antisymmetry for A, and that the maximal sets of antisymmetry for A 
form a family Q of M-sets such that Albg={f E C,(sz) : f IE E AIE, VE E 3). 
Suppose that E E 8, that P=z (E u -iE) and that h E A(F) has the 
property that hgvglE E A(F)IE for all g E A(P). We can write h=Bp(us+ivs), 
where ~0, OOE CR(E) and B&)=re (o(k)) for kE AIE and o E F. If 
g=&(~+i~) then UUO+WVOE AIE, and since i(u+iv)E AIE we also have 
-vu0+iuvo~A1E. Therefore (uo+vo)(u+iv)~AIE, so that UO+UO is 
constant. Similarly we can show that u$+ui is constant, and hence that 
ug and vs are constant. Consequently we have proved the following result, 
where a face G of Z is called weakly antieymmdric if f is constant on G 
whenever f E A(2) is such that fg E A(G)\= for all g E A(G) 
THEOREM 6. If {F&} denotes the family of maximal weakly antisymmetric 
faces of Z then. {F, n bQ=S. 
The closed subspace A of Co(X), containing constants and separating 
points of X, is called a com#x l&denatrauss apace if A*is isometrically 
isomorphic to a space D(r). In this case (see H&berg [9]) K is a simplex 
and A can be naturally identified with AC(K). Briem [3] has shown that 
if A is a uniform algebra then A=&(X) if and only if A and re A= 
{ref: f E A} have the same generalized peak sets. A result in the same 
spirit is the following. 
THEOREM 6. Ad&(X) if and only if A and V have the same generalized 
peak sets. 
PROOF. If d denotes the sets of constancy for V then, as noted earlier, 
&? E Al wherever E E 8 and p E A I. It follows (see [7, Theorem II 12.51) 
that every peak set for AIE is a generalized peak set for A. If A and V 
have the same generalized peak sets then it follows that each E E 8 is a 
singleton. Theorem 1 now shows that A=&(X). The converse implication 
is trivial. 
We conclude with another theorem of Stone-Weierstrass type for 
complex Lindenstrauss spaces of the kind considered above. The proof 
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given uses methods of Briem [3] and [6]. We recall that a subset E of 
bK is facially closed if E=bF for some closed split face F of K. 
THEOREMIT. Let Aj=Ac(Kf), j=l, 2, where Kj are compact convex seta, - 
RI being asimplex. Let $: bK 1 --f bKp be a homeomorphism such that +lbK~ 
is a facial homeomorphism between bK1 and bK2. Then if AllbKl contains 
{f o$ : f E Azlbg,), RI and K 2 are afinely homwmorphic and consequently 
AI and A2 are isometrically isomorphic. 
PROOF. We need to show that if p is a real measure on bgi such that 
p(f o+)=O for all f E A(K2)lbKz then ,U E A(K#. 
Suppose that ,u does not belong to A(K#. Then we can define a non-zero 
L E A(K,)* by L(f)=Jfd,u for f in A(K1). By the Bishop-Phelps theorem, 
there exists a sequence (L } ,, in A(K,)* such that j(L-L,JI + 0 and each 
L, attains its norm at some fn E A(K1) with Ijfnll= 1. Let 
E,+={x~bRl: fn(x)=l}, E;={xd&: fn(x)=-l}, 
and put gn=Q(l + fn), hn=l -g,,. We can choose measures ,u~ on ni 
which represent L,, and such that I]~Unj]=]]L,& If ,u,,=,u$ -pUn denotes the 
Jordan decomposition of ,u,,, then we have 
iILnii=II~Unii=Ln(fn)=SgndrUn+ -.ha~ -.kha6 +.fhd+,+= 
lIPal+ IIPdl. 
Since O<g,, h,,<l it follows that Jg,&&?=ll&ll, Jhndp;=IIp,Jl, SO 
that ,u$ is supported by E$ and ,LG is supported by ET. 
Because RI is a simplex the sets E$ n aK1 and EC n SKI are facially 
closed, and hence $(E$ n bK1) and &EC n bK1) are facially closed in bKz. 
Therefore (cf. Andersen [ 11) there exist u, E A(K2) with 0 < ua < 1, u&r) = 1 
for z in +(E$ n bK1) and u%(x)=0 for x in $(E; n bK1). By hypothesis 
there exist vR E A(Kl) such that v,lbK~=u, 04, and since v,(x)=1 for 
x~b(fL’(l)) we have v,(x)=1 wherever f&)=1, so that v,(z)=1 for 
x E E$ ; similarly we see that w,(x)=0 for x E El. Therefore we have 
Similarly we obtain I],&]] -+ 0, so that L=O which gives the required 
contradiction. 
The following example shows that the above result is false without the 
inclusion hypothesis. 
EXAMPLE 8. Let 
&={f E Qc[O,ll : f(o)=s; f(t)atj, 
Az={f E Cc[o,ll: f(o)==, 2-nf(xd}, 
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where {xn} is a dense subset of (O,l]. Then AI, AZ are complex L-indendrauas 
spaces and there exists a homeomorphism 4: bKl+ FEZ such that #JbKl is 
a facial homeomorphism between bK1 and bKz. However KI and KB are 
not afinely homeomorphic. 
PROOF. It is easy to check that each point of (O,l] is a peak point 
for both AI and AZ, while 0 is not an extreme point of either RI or K2. 
Therefore bKj is homeomorphic to (O,l] and ox, is homeomorphic to [O,l]. 
The facially closed sets of bK5 correspond to the compact subsets of (O,l] 
together with (O,l]. Let m denote Lebesgue measure on [O,l] and let 
/.4=&o-~Bl 2-n&%, where cl: denotes the point measure at x. Then A(K# 
is the linear span of &o--m, and A(K# is the linear span of p, so that 
Kj having no boundary ache dependencies must be simplexes. 
Suppose that an affine homeomorphism !P from RI onto K2 exists. 
Then Y(~~i)=~~a, Y(bKl)=bKz and if vEA(Kz)lwe havev o YEA(K 
In particular, ,u o Y/=&-m) for some constant OL, so that 
(p 0 Y)((Y-1(x,)})=~((~~)=2-n=or(Eo-m)({Y-1(x~)})=0, 
giving a contradiction. 
It is not difficult to give an example to show that if the inclusion 
hypothesis is included in Theorem 7, but the hypothesis that #bK1 is 
a facial homeomorphism is dropped, then the result becomes false even 
if Kg is also a simplex. 
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